
Tuesday 2nd March 

Read Chapter 3 Firework Maker’s daughter (Watch Mr Milfull’s chapter three)

Use resource sheet  3a with children.  Did you remember that a comma is needed after the

fronted adverbial?

What happens when the order of the sentence is swapped around – does the punctuation 

change. Try it out. 

what happens at the Ceremony of the Full Moon. Ask if children can use this idea in a

sentence of their own which includes a fronted adverbial. Write these on whiteboards and 

assess

children’s understanding – are they using a comma correctly after the fronted adverbial? 

Repeat,

addressing any misconceptions.

Resource 3b: Use the spider diagrams on this sheet to plan a quick recount of the Ceremony of 

the Full Moon. What can you see/hear/smell?

Please see the next slide.



Tuesday 2nd March continued

Write your short recount of the Ceremony of the Full Moon – remember I want to see 

how excited lila was about being there – this should be shown through the vocabulary 

you use

Remember 

Have you used amazing vocabulary?

Are there at least four paragraphs ? One is not enough!

Have you added descriptive noun phrases?

Have you ensured that each sentence starts with a new ISPACE opener?

Have you used the correct tense?

Check punctuation (there is no excuse for missing capitals and full stops).

Read it through. Does it make sense? 



Read chapter three from the bottom of page 53 to the end page 58 and while

Look at resource sheet 5a fill in while you are listening/reading.

How is her voice described? Can you think of similar sounds that could be used to 

describeit ? 

Instead of the waves. How would it change the effect of the sound If it had been angry 

waves crashing? 

Look at Resource 5b, Can you see the differences between a coordinating and 

subordinating conjunction and how subordinating conjunctions are best to being 

sentences?

Remember that a comma is needed after a sentence is opened with a subordinating 

conjunction. 

Draft out a description of the water goddess using coordinating conjunctions

Wednesday 3rd March



Thursday 4th March

Use your coordinating conjunctions sentences to write a two paragraph description of the 

goddess. ( at least 5 sentences in each paragraph)

Remember you can add these descriptions with your own made up ones.

Draw a diagram of the goddess from your description 



Friday 5th March 

Mr Milfull’s Hard punctuation sheet.

Read my sentences and paragraphs, and then try to work out what punctuation is needed.  

Underneath the paragraphs is the punctuation you need to use. You do not have to do 

every exercise but I expect at least two. The easier ones are at the start so I know who is 

capable of the more difficult ones. 

Challenge yourself!


